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When the vehicle moves on the road, many external factors affect the vehicle. (ese effects can cause oscillation and instability for
the vehicle. (e oscillation of the vehicle directly affects the safety and comfort of passengers. (e suspension system is used to
control and extinguish these oscillations. However, the conventional passive suspension system is unable to fully meet the vehicle’s
requirements for stability and comfort. To improve these problems, these are much modern suspension system models that have
been used in the vehicle to replace the passive suspension system. (e modern suspension systems are used as the air suspension
system, semiactive suspension system, and active suspension system. (ese systems which are controlled automatically by the
controller were established based on the control methods. (ere are a lot of control methods which are used to control the
operation of the active suspension system.(ese methods have their advantages and disadvantages. Almost, conventional control
methods such as PID, LQR, or SMC are commonly used. However, they do not provide optimal efficiency in improving a vehicle’s
oscillation. (erefore, it is necessary to establish a novel solution for the active suspension system control to improve the vehicle’s
oscillation. In this paper, the method of using the double-integrated controller is proposed to solve the above problem. (e
double-integrated controller consists of two hydraulic actuators which are controlled completely separately. (is is a completely
novel and original method that can provide positive effects. (is research focuses on establishing, simulating, and evaluating the
novel control method (the double-integrated control) for the active suspension system.(e results of the research have shown that
when the vehicle is equipped with the active suspension system which is controlled by the double-integrated controller, the
maximum values of displacement and acceleration of the sprung mass are significantly reduced.(ey reach only 6.25% and 9.10%
(case 1) and 6.00% and 6.12% (case 2) compared to the conventional passive suspension system. Besides, its average values which
are calculated by RMS are only about 3.91% and 4.67% (case 1) and 4.48% and 4.77% (case 2) compared to the above case.
(erefore, the comfort and stability of the vehicle have been improved. (is paper provides new concepts and knowledge about
the double-integrated control method which will become the trend to be used in the next time for the systems of the vehicle. In the
future, experimental procedures also need to be conducted to be able to more accurately evaluate the results of this research.

1. Introduction

(e automobile is a popular vehicle over the world. (is
vehicle is widely used by everyone for many purposes. With
the development of science, engineering, and technology,
the demands of the vehicle are increasing. When the vehicle
moves on the road, this vehicle can suffer a lot of external
impacts. (ese impacts affect the stability and safety of
passengers and cargoes on the vehicle.

(e oscillation of the vehicle is one of the very important
issues affecting the health and comfort of passengers. Al-
most, the vehicle’s oscillation is derived from the bump on
the road. Besides, other factors such as lateral wind, steering,
and acceleration also cause undesired oscillations. (ere are
many criteria used to evaluate the vehicle’s stability and
comfort, such as acceleration of the vehicle body (sprung
mass), displacement of the vehicle body (sprung mass), and
vertical force at wheels Fz. If these values are within the
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permissible range, the vehicle’s stability and comfort will be
guaranteed.

(e suspension system of the vehicle is used to ensure
the stability and safety of the vehicle while moving on the
road. (e suspension system is the soft link between the
wheel and the body which separates the vehicle into two
separate parts, including the sprung mass and the unsprung
mass. (e sprung mass of the vehicle includes all the
components and systems located above the suspension
system, such as the passenger compartments, cargoes, and
seats. In contrast, the unsprung mass is only parts and
components located below the suspension system, such as
wheels, axles, hubs, brakes, and steering gearbox. If the mass
of these two parts is optimally calculated and divided, the
oscillation of the vehicle can be improved.

(e conventional passive suspension system, which is
used on most vehicles, only consists of springs and dampers.
(ese springs and dampers have the hardness constantly
(K� const; C� const). (erefore, the vehicle’s oscillation
when entering the bump on the road has not been much
improved. In order to improve the efficiency of the sus-
pension system, a variety of methods have been used and
they are highly effective, such as air suspension, semiactive
suspension, and active suspension. (e air suspension
system is equipped with many high-end vehicles or large
passenger vehicles, and it can control the stiffness of the
spring (air springs are used to replace conventional metal
springs) [1, 2].(e semiactive suspension system can control
the damping process by the current, and it is also very ef-
fective [3]. In [4], the efficiency of this system was intro-
duced by Ren et al. (e opinion of using the semiactive
suspension system to improve the comfort of the vehicle is
also shown in Chen et al.’s study [5]. Besides, the active
suspension system which is equipped with the hydraulic
actuator can generate the corresponding forces to improve
the stability and comfort of the suspension system [6]. In [7],
Marcu et al. introduced the active suspension system model.
In addition, the active suspension system which uses an
electromagnetic actuator also shows high performance when
using it to replace the conventional passive suspension
system [8]. Overall, when the conventional passive sus-
pension system is replaced by modern suspension systems
which are controlled by a controller, the vehicle’s stability
and comfort can be improved when the vehicle moves on the
road. In particular, if the active suspension system is used,
the safety and comfort parameters will also be significantly
increased.

(e active suspension system is equipped with luxury
vehicles that come at a very high price. (is suspension uses
the hydraulic actuator to generate forces FA to assist in
minimizing the vehicle’s oscillation. (e actuator is con-
trolled by the current which is generated from the controller
based on the signals obtained from the sensors [9].

(e active suspension system’s control process is very
important. (ere are many methods to control this system.
In [10], Avesh and Srivastava used a PID controller to
control the active suspension system. (is is the linear
control method for an object (SISO). (is method is also
used by Maurya and Bhangal in their paper [11]. Nagarkar

et al. used the LQR controller for the active suspension
system model which is equipped with the quarter model
[12]. Soliman used this controller for the space model of the
vehicle which was established in [13]. According to [14], the
LQG controller was designed based on a combination of the
LQR controller and the Gaussian filter. (is is a linear
control method for the multiobject system (MIMO). In [15],
the controller that used the state feedback method has also
been proposed by Bello et al. Anh has compared and
evaluated the effectiveness of the two control methods
mentioned above in his research, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the above methods have been shown [16].

To improve the efficiency of the active suspension sys-
tem, many methods of nonlinear control have been studied.
(e paper by Wei and Su has provided the theoretical basis
for the design of the sliding mode controller [17]. In [18], Bai
and Guo also summarized the sliding mode controller de-
sign process which is used to control the hydraulic actuator
of the active suspension system. In order to improve the
efficiency of this method, Deshpande et al. proposed the
design of the sliding mode controller using the disturbance
observer [19]. (e sliding mode controller helps the output
signal track with the setpoint signal, and this controller is
very stable and robust. However, the design and control
process are quite complex. (e H∞ control method is also
introduced in [20], and it is highly effective for the active
suspension system.(ere are many robust controllers for the
active suspension system that are also established [21–27].
(ese controllers are very stable against the change of the
input signal. (is has been demonstrated in [28]. Studies of
adaptive control for the active suspension system have also
been introduced [29–34]. (e suspension system can adapt
well to changes from the outside. In [35], Soleymani et al.
used a fuzzy controller for the active suspension system.(is
control method also helps to make the vehicle more stable
and comfortable [36–39]. (e method of using the control
network and the neural network has also been proposed in
many papers [40, 41]. Besides, many control algorithms for
the active suspension system have also been widely used
[42–45]. Overall, the effectiveness of these methods is very
high.

(e control methods introduced above are single control
methods. In some special cases, the oscillation of the vehicle
is still very large.(erefore, these control methods need to be
improved more optimally. Recently, researchers have pro-
posed a method of integrating multiple controllers to im-
prove the efficiency of the active suspension system [46, 47].
In [48], Lin et al. combined a fuzzy controller and a sliding
mode controller. (is combination is highly effective.
According to [49], Lin et al. have also come up with their
integrated controller for the active suspension system.
Various ideas for the integrated controller have also been
worked out [50–53]. Based on the stated ideas, this paper
focuses on the introduction, design, and evaluation of the
double-integrated controller for the active suspension sys-
tem.(emethod of using the double-integrated controller is
completely novelty and originality, and it can provide many
positive effects. Until now, this method has rarely been used
to control the operation of the active suspension systems
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equipped with the vehicle. (e contents of this paper are
completely novel which can further contribute to the
knowledge of vehicle’s control. First, the vehicle dynamic
model equipped with the active suspension system will be
established. In this model, two actuators are used. (en, the
controller of the hydraulic actuator will also be designed
based on the set requirements. (ese two controllers operate
independently of each other. Finally, the simulation will be
conducted. Simulation results will be compared to evaluate
the efficiency of the controllers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Dynamic Model of the Vehicle. (ere are many types of
dynamics models used to simulate the vehicle’s oscillation
when moving on the road. In the field of oscillation control,
researchers often use simple dynamics models that can be
easily combined with complex controllers. In this paper, the
quarter dynamic model is used to simulate the oscillation of
the vehicle. (e suspension system on modern passenger
vehicles is independent. At each wheel position, the active
suspension system’s controllers are equipped. (ese con-
trollers operate independently of each other. (erefore, the
results from the control process for the quarter dynamic
model can also be applied to the spatial dynamic model
which fully describes the vehicle’s vibrations. (e double-
integrated controller is used in this model.

(e diagrams of the quarter dynamic model and the
hydraulic actuator model are shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively.

(e equations describing the vehicle’s oscillation are
written in the following form:

F
mj

ij �(j − 1)FKT +(−1)
j− 1 FK + FC + FA1 + FA2( ), j � 1, 2,

(1)
where

Fij � mjξj, j

FK � K ξ2 − ξ1( ),
FC � C

_ξ2 −
_ξ1( ),

FKT � KT h − ξ2( ).
(2)

(e value of the force which is generated from the ac-
tuator FA is calculated as follows:

FA � SpΔP. (3)

With the input voltage provided by the PID controller,
the displacement of the servo valve which is inside the
hydraulic cylinder can be calculated by a linear filter:

xsv �
1

τ
∫ ksvu(t) − xsv( )dt. (4)

(e flow of liquid through the valve:

Q �
σ3
σ1
xsv

��������������
Ps − sgn xsv( )ΔP.√

(5)

(e change in pressure ΔP is shown by

ΔP � σ1 ∫ Q −
σ2
σ1
ΔP − Sp _xs( )dt. (6)

(e equation showing the relationship between the
pressure change of the liquid and the displacement of the
servo valve is rewritten as follows:

ΔP � σ3 ∫ xsv

��������������
Ps − sgn xsv( )ΔP√( )dt

−σ2 ∫ΔPdt − σ1Sp ∫ _xsdt.

(7)

From (3) and (7), the force generated from the hydraulic
actuator FA will be a function that changes over time:

FA � SPΔP � SP σ3 ∫ xsv

��������������
Ps − sgn xsv( )ΔP√( )dt(

−σ2 ∫ΔPdt − σ1Sp ∫ _xsdt).
(8)

Let Spσ3 � μ3Spσ2 � μ2S
2
pσ1 � μ1:

⇒FA � SPΔP � μ3f3(t) − μ2f2(t) − μ1f1(t), (9)

where fi(t) are functions that depend on displacement of
the servo valve, displacement of the piston, and changing
pressure of the hydraulic actuator.

Once the vehicle’s dynamics model and actuator’s dy-
namics model have been established, the controller needs to
be designed based on the determined factors to ensure and
improve the quality of the active suspension system.

2.2. Double-Integrated Controller. (ere is a variety of
control methods for the active suspension system. Almost,
these controllers only work independently. To optimize the
oscillation of the suspension system, an integrated control
method is proposed. (e first controller is used to control
the acceleration of the sprung mass. (e other controller is
used to control the displacement of the sprung mass. (ese
two values are optimally controlled to enhance the efficiency
of the active suspension system. In order to satisfy these
mentioned requirements, the method of integrating two PID
controllers is selected.

(e PID controller is a linear controller commonly used
in the industrial and automation fields. (is controller
consists of three stages: the proportional stage (P), the in-
tegral stage (I), and the derivative stage (D). (e PID
controller is used to control the SISO object according to the
state feedback principle. (is controller helps to bring the
value of the error e(t) of the system approach zero to satisfy
basic requirements of the quality process, including

If the value of e(t) is large, the tuning signal u(t) will also
be larger based on the component uP(t)

If the value of e(t) has not approached zero, the con-
troller will continue to generate the tuning signal by
component uI(t)

If the change of the value of e(t) is larger, the appro-
priate response of u(t) will be faster by component
uD(t)
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(e mathematical model of the PID controller is written
in the following form:

u(t) � kp e(t) +
1

TI
∫t
0
e(τ)dτ + TD _e(t)[ ], (10)

where e(t) is the input signal of the controller, u(t) is the
output signal of the controller, kp is the proportional co-
efficient, TI is the integral coefficient, and TD is the derivative
coefficient.

Based on the mathematical model of PID controller (10),
the transfer function of the controller has the following
form:

R(s) � kp 1 +
1

TIs
+ TDs( ). (11)

(e diagram of the double-integrated controller is
shown in Figure 3.

(e parameters of the PID controller need to be pre-
defined. (e selection of these parameters is extremely
important. It may affect the performance of the controller.
(ese parameters can be selected based on the experience of
the designer. Besides, several other methods can also be used
to determine the parameters of the controller such as genetic
algorithm (GA) and ant colony optimization (ACO). In this
paper, the Ziegler–Nichols method is used to define the

parameters of the PID controller. (is method is quite
simple, and it helps the designer to easily determine the
necessary parameters. According to this method, the pro-
portional coefficient kp, integral coefficient TI, and derivative
coefficient TD are determined when the system oscillates
stably:

kp � λ1kth,

TI � λ2Tth,

TD � λ3Tth,

(12)

where λi is the coefficient of the controller.
After the controller has been designed, the results of the

calculation and simulation process are shown in Section 3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Simulation Conditions. Before proceeding to simulate
and evaluate the vehicle’s oscillation, the conditions of the
simulation need to be defined in advance. (ese include
specification conditions and road conditions.

(e specification conditions of the vehicle and the hy-
draulic actuator are shown in Table 1. (e specific param-
eters of the hydraulic actuator are specific to its construction,
such as the piston area, the initial pressure of the liquid, and
the delay time. Some other constant σi is calculated based on
the leakage of the liquid inside the actuator. (e simulation
process is performed based on the parameters of this ac-
tuator [54].

(ere are many types of road surface conditions that are
used in oscillation studies of the vehicle. In particular, the
sine function is often used. In this research, there are two
types of the bump in the road that are used corresponding to
2 cases, as shown in Figure 4. (e function to represent the
road surface is given the following form:

h � A sin(ωt + ϕ), (13)

where A is the amplitude of the oscillation, ω is the angular
frequency, and φ is the initial phase.

(e parameters of the excitation from the road surface
are given in Table 2.(e excitation of the oscillation in case 1
has an amplitude and frequency smaller than those in case 2.

Sensor Sensor

m2

KT

K C

m1

A1A2

Unsprung mass

Sprung mass

Controller 2 Controller 1

h

ξ2

ξ1

Figure 1: Quarter vehicle dynamic model.

xs

xsv

P2 P1
Sp

Ps

FA

Figure 2: Hydraulic actuator of the active suspension system.
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3.2. Results. (e results of the simulation are given corre-
sponding to the two cases above. In each case, the values of
the displacement of the sprung mass, the acceleration of the
sprung mass, and the displacement of the suspension system
are compared with the following situations: vehicle equipped
with the passive suspension, the active suspension system
with a single controller (SC), and the active suspension

system with the double-integrated controllers (DC). (e
single controller (SC) only controls the value of the accel-
eration of the sprung mass. (e double-integrated controller
(DC) controls both the values of acceleration and dis-
placement of the sprung mass.

3.2.1. Case 1. (e graph of Figure 5 shows the change of the
displacement of the sprung mass over time. If the vehicle uses
the conventional passive suspension system, this value is quite
large, reaching 40.0 (mm), equivalently the amplitude of the
oscillation of the road surface. If the vehicle uses the active
suspension system with a single controller, this value drops
drastically from 40.0 (mm) to 17.5 (mm). Besides, if the active
suspension system with the double-integrated controller is
equipped with the vehicle, the value of the displacement of the
sprung mass only fluctuates around a very small threshold,
from 2.2 (mm) to 2.5 (mm). (is is an ideal value for a
vehicle’s oscillation when moving on the road.

(e acceleration of the vehicle body (sprung mass) is one
of the most important indicators to evaluate the smoothness
and comfort of the vehicle while traveling on the road. If the
amplitude of oscillation of acceleration is too great, pas-
sengers will feel uncomfortable. Figure 6 shows the change in
acceleration of the sprung mass corresponding to these
simulation situations. If the vehicle uses only the conven-
tional passive suspension system, the maximum value of the
acceleration of the sprung mass is very large, reaching 0.185
(m/s2). However, this value decreases gradually and fluc-
tuates steadily in the range from −0.022 to 0.022 (m/s2).
Also, this value will fluctuate more steadily when the vehicle
is equipped with the active suspension system. If the single
controller is used for the active suspension system, the steady
fluctuation’s amplitude of the acceleration of the sprung
mass is only 0.009 (m/s2). Besides, if the vehicle is equipped
with the double-integrated controllers for the active sus-
pension system, this value will fluctuate steadily over a very
small range, only from 0.001 to 0.002 (m/s2). (erefore, the
vehicle’s smoothness and comfort will be greatly improved.
Because the double-integrated controller which uses 2 PID
controllers can create an interaction with each other, the
value of the acceleration of the sprung mass will fluctuate
continuously, and this is called the “chattering” phenome-
non. However, this phenomenon has almost no effect on the
vehicle’s oscillation because its value is tiny.

To ensure that the displacement and acceleration of the
vehicle body (sprung mass) are small, the displacement of
the suspension system needs to be continuously changed in
response to the bump in the road. Figure 7 shows the change

Set point 2

Set point 1

+

+

-

-

e2(t)

e1(t)

u2(t)

u1(t)

ξ(t)FA2

FA1

PID2

PID1

ACTUATOR 2

ACTUATOR 1

ACTIVE
SUSPENSION

SYSTEM ξ(t)
··

Figure 3: (e diagram of the double-integrated controller.

Table 1: Specific parameters of the vehicle.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Sprung mass m1 400 kg
Unsprung mass m2 45 kg
Spring coefficient K 25×103 N/m
Tire coefficient KT 150×103 N/m
Damper coefficient C 2.2×103 Ns/m
Actuator coefficient σ1 4.5×1013 N/m5

Actuator coefficient σ2 1 s−1

Actuator coefficient σ3 1.5×109 N/kg1/2m5/2

Time constant τ 2.5×10−3 s
Piston cross-sectional area Sp 3.5×10−4 m2

Supply pressure Ps 1056240 N/m2

Servo valve gain ksv 1× 10−3 m/V
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Figure 4: Bump in the road.

Table 2: Parameter of the condition from the road surface.

Case 1 Case 2 Unit

A 40 50 mm
ω 0.7 1 rad/s
φ 0 0 rad
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in the displacement of the suspension system over time.
When the vehicle is equipped with the active suspension
system, the travel of the suspension system will track the
bump in the road which causes the oscillation for the vehicle.
Contrary, if the vehicle uses only the passive suspension
system, the suspension system will not almost displace.
(erefore, this suspension system can be considered a very
hard block, and it directly affects the comfort and stability of
the vehicle.

(e results of the simulation in case 1 are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4. It is clear that the displacement and accel-
eration of the sprung mass are greatly reduced when the
vehicle is equipped with the active suspension system using
the double-integrated controller. Its maximum value only
reaches 6.25% and 9.10% compared to the case of the vehicle
using the conventional passive suspension system. Besides,
its average value which is calculated by RMS is also only
about 3.91% and 4.67% compared to the above case.

3.2.2. Case 2. In this case, the simulation and calculation are
also performed similarly to case 1. Because the value of the
bump in the road is larger, the amplitude of the oscillation of
the vehicle body will also change more.

(e graph of Figure 8 shows the displacement of the
sprung mass corresponding to the following situations:
vehicle using the passive suspension, the active suspension
with a single controller, and the active suspension with
double-integrated controllers. Obviously, the displacement
of the sprung mass when the vehicle is equipped with the
active suspension with the double-integrated controller is
very small, ranging from 2.0 to 3.0 (mm). Meanwhile, this
value for the use of the passive suspension is very large, about
50.0 (mm). (e active suspension system which uses the
single controller can reduce this value to 15.6 (mm).

(e value of the acceleration of the sprung mass in case 2
is also greater than that of case 1 (Figure 9). Overall, the
active suspension’s double-integrated controller can sig-
nificantly improve this value, and the amplitude of oscil-
lation is only from 0.002 to 0.003 (m/s2). However, the
“chattering” phenomenon can still happen. Because this
value is so small, the “chattering” phenomenon does not
affect the comfort and stability of the user. (e value of the
suspension’s displacement in this case is similar to that in
case 1. When the vehicle uses the active suspension system,
this value tends to change continuously and is in keeping
with the bump in the road (Figure 10). If the vehicle is
equipped with the active suspension system is controlled by
double-integrated controllers, the vehicle’s stability and
comfort will be greatly improved.

(e results of this simulation are shown in Tables 5 and
6. In general, the change in displacement and acceleration
of the sprung mass is quite large when the vehicle is
equipped with the active suspension system controlled by
the double-integrated controller compared to other cases.
(erefore, the double-integrated control method for the
active suspension system can improve the stability and
comfort of the vehicle.
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Table 3: (e maximum value of case 1.

Description
Passive Active SC Active DC

Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Displacement of the sprung mass 40.0 100 17.5 43.75 2.5 6.25
Acceleration of the sprung mass 0.022 100 0.009 40.90 0.002 9.10

Table 4: (e average value of case 1.

Description
Passive Active SC Active DC

Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Displacement of the sprung mass 28.851 100 12.310 42.67 1.127 3.91
Acceleration of the sprung mass 0.0214 100 0.0058 27.10 0.0010 4.67
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4. Conclusions

(e oscillation of the vehicle when moving on the road is an
extremely important problem. (is can directly affect the
comfort, stability, and safety of the vehicle and its passen-
gers. (e vehicle’s suspension system is used to control and
extinguish oscillation from the road surface to the vehicle
body. To evaluate the effectiveness of the suspension system
and the comfort of the vehicle, several vehicle parameters are
considered, such as displacement of the vehicle body (sprung
mass), acceleration of the vehicle body (sprung mass), and
displacement of the suspension system.

(e conventional passive suspension system includes
only mechanical springs and dampers. (is suspension
system is unable to fully meet the requirements for the
stability and comfort of the vehicle. In order to improve the
comfort and safety of passengers, many modern suspension
systems have been used, such as the air suspension system,
the semiactive suspension system, and the active suspension
system. In particular, the active suspension system offers
many outstanding efficiencies.

(e active suspension system is used in high-end vehicles
and is controlled automatically by the controller. (ere are
many methods used to control the active suspension system

that has been suggested by researchers in their papers. (ese
methods have very good results. However, they cannot
completely meet the oscillation problems of the vehicle in
special cases. (erefore, these control methods need to be
improved and combined optimally. In this research, the
author has proposed to use the double-integrated controller
for optimum performance of the active suspension system.
(e double-integrated control method uses two hydraulic
actuators, which generate force to act on the sprung mass
and unsprung mass. (ese two actuators are controlled by
two different controllers. (is is a completely novel and
original method, and it has never been used before.

(is paper focuses on establishing the dynamic model
of the vehicle and the dynamic model of the hydraulic
actuator. Besides, the double-integrated controller which
consisted of 2 PID controllers was designed. (e results of
the research show that when the vehicle is equipped with
the active suspension system which is controlled by the
double-integrated controller, the values of the displace-
ment and the acceleration of the sprung mass are both
significantly reduced. Also, the oscillation amplitude of
these values is very small. Compared with previous research
studies that only used traditional control methods, the use
of the double-integrated controller, which is described in

Table 5: (e maximum value of case 2.

Description
Passive Active SC Active DC

Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Displacement of the sprung mass 50.0 100 15.6 31.20 3.0 6.00
Acceleration of the sprung mass 0.049 100 0.023 46.94 0.003 6.12

Table 6: (e average value of case 2.

Description
Passive Active SC Active DC

Value Percent Value Percent Value Percent

Displacement of the sprung mass 36.042 100 11.455 31.78 1.613 4.48
Acceleration of the sprung mass 0.0462 100 0.0110 23.81 0.0022 4.77
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Figure 10: Displacement of the suspension system.
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this paper, has brought outstanding efficiency. Hence, the
vehicle’s comfort and stability can be improved. (e
“chattering” phenomenon appeared when using the dou-
ble-integrated controller. Usually, this phenomenon occurs
only with nonlinear controllers such as the tracking-sliding
mode controller. Because the double-integrated controller
consists of two PID controllers working at the same time,
they can interfere with each other and create this phe-
nomenon. However, this phenomenon does not affect the
comfort of the vehicle.

Finding and using the double-integrated controller for the
active suspension systemhas great practical significance. It helps
the vehicle to improve the smoothness and comfort. Besides, the
safety and stability of the vehicle are also enhanced. Further, this
is the basis for developing more complex studies later.

5. Future Recommendation

Although the double-integrated controller for the active
suspension system has shown its outstanding advantages
over other conventional controllers, however, this research
only used the linear control method for this system. Besides,
the “chattering” phenomenon still occurs. It may cause
minor interactions during system operation. In the coming
time, the control methods using the double-integrated
controllers will continue to be researched and improved to
reduce the “chattering” phenomenon and further improve
efficiency by using the nonlinear control methods as sliding
mode control, robust control, adaptive control, etc. In ad-
dition, combined intelligent control methods can also be
used such as fuzzy logic, network neural, PID fuzzy, and PI
GA. In the future, the double-integrated controllers that are
equipped with the vehicle may become more popular.

Nomenclature

FC: Force of the damper, N
FK: Force of the spring, N
FKT: Force of the tire, N
Fi: Force of inertia, N
FA1: Force of the actuator 1, N
FA2: Force of the actuator 2, N
ξ1: Displacement of the sprung mass, m
ξ2: Displacement of the unsprung mass, m
h: Bump in the road, m.
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No data were used to support the findings of this study.
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